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Abstract: In this paper, a dynamic multi-ary query tree (DMQT) anti-collision
protocol for Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) systems is proposed for
large scale passive RFID tag identification. The proposed DMQT protocol is
based on an iterative process between the reader and tags which identifies the
position of collision bits through map commands and dynamically encodes
them to optimize slots allocation through query commands. In this way, the
DMQT completely eliminates empty slots and greatly reduces collision slots,
which in turn reduces the identification time and energy costs. In addition and
differently to other known protocols, the DMQT does not need to estimate
the number of tags, reducing the protocol implementation complexity and
eliminating the uncertainty caused by the estimation algorithm. A numerical
analysis shows that DMQT has better performance than other algorithms for
a number of tags larger than 300. Meanwhile, when the number of tags is
2000 and the tag identity (ID) length is 128 bits, the total identification time is
2.58 s and the average energy cost for a tag identification is 1.2 mJ, which are
16.9% and 10.4% less than those of state-of-the-art algorithms, respectively.
In addition, a DMQT extension based on ACK command has also been
presented to deal with capture effect and avoid missing identification.

Keywords: Anti-collision; DMQT; RFID; dynamic multi-ary query; seamless
identification

1 Introduction

RFID is attracting a lot of attention from both academic research and industrial environment
not only because of historical field of applications like assets management and tracking [1] or indoor
localization [2,3], but also for other new potential usages like the implementation of tag-sensors for
environmental monitoring [4,5]. Furthermore, RFID has been recognized as one of the key technology
for the implementation of Internet of Things (IoT) and Internet of Everythings (IoE) paradigms
[6]. In this context where a multitude of RFID tags are simultaneously connected, it is fundamental
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to develop anti-collision algorithms specifically designed for RFID; in fact, general multiple access
algorithms cannot be applied for RFID due to the limited hardware equipment of tags, especially the
passive ones.

The existing anti-collision algorithms are mainly based on Aloha (where the medium access
mechanism is random) and tree (based on deterministic search mechanisms) schemes, and many
variants have been proposed during the years (Pure Aloha (PA) [7], Slotted Aloha (SA) [8], Framed
Slotted Aloha (FSA) [9], Dynamic Frame Slotted Aloha (DFSA) [10], etc., and Query tree (QT) [11],
Tree Splitting (TS) [12] Binary Search (BS) [13], Bitwise arbitration (BTA) [14], etc.). Clearly, if tree
anti-collision algorithms are properly designed, they can offer superior efficiency than other non-
deterministic methodologies.

In QT protocols, the reader probes different ID prefixes (starting from one bit and then iteratively
concatenating all the others) to identify all the tags population. In Binary QT protocol, only the
most significant bit (MSB) of the collided ID part is used, therefore it generates a large number of
collision slots and empty slots during the identification process [15]. For this reason, some Multi-
ary QT protocols (which probe tag IDs with multiple M bits simultaneously) have been proposed
to improve the system’s identification performance. For this reason, some Multi-ary QT protocols
(which probe tag IDs with multiple M bits simultaneously) have been proposed to improve the system’s
identification performance. [16] proposes a time- and energy-aware protocol based on M-ary collision
tree (MCT) for efficient RFID tag identification, the M is a fixed value, and this may cause many idle
slots when M is too large, or several collision slots when M is too small, making difficult to find an
optimum performance, [17] is similar to [16] in that it has fixed M value. [18] proposed a bit query
algorithm based on Multi-ary query tree (BQMT) protocol to eliminate empty slots. However, the
algorithm requires to estimate the number of tags of non-idle nodes, which increases the uncertainty
and complexity. In [19], authors proposed an adaptive assigned tree slotted Aloha (AdATSA) protocol,
which again needs to estimate the number of tags, and its maximum efficiency is only 61.7%. In
[20], Self-learning Smart Trend-Traversal (STT) protocol dynamically changes the length and the
value of query prefix, which increases the number of empty slots and, therefore, resulting in a longer
identification time. In [21], a collision window tree (CwT) protocol used to transmits W bits instead
of the whole ID (0 < W < K (K is the bit width of ID)), which causes more time slots than other
QT-based protocols, resulting in a longer identification time.

In this paper, a dynamic multi-ary query tree (DMQT) protocol for passive RFID anti-collision is
proposed. Differently from [16–18] which use a fixed M value, the proposed DMQT exploits a dynamic
multi-ary tree structure to eliminate the number of empty slots with the consequent minimization
of the identification time and required tag energy, and it does not require any number of tags
estimation algorithm as in [18,19], avoiding estimation uncertainties and the consequent identification
time stretching. Moreover, it employs multi-ary Map command to reduce the transmission overhead
similarly to [21], which further reduces the identification time.

The main contribution of this paper can be summarized as follows:

1. A DMQT protocol which uses Map command to identify collision bits quantity and position
and dynamically group certain portions of tags to minimize the collision probability, and Query
command to complete the identification of the grouped tags. The dynamic selection of M and
the Map/Query mechanism is fundamental to eliminate empty slots and minimize collision
slots, with the consequent reduction of the identification time.

2. The DMQT does not rely on any number of tags estimation algorithm, therefore greatly
reducing the implementation complexity if compared with [18] (which requires such estimation
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process), and eliminating the uncertainty caused by the estimation algorithm (which in many
cases increase the identification time).

3. An extensive numerical analysis is performed to benchmark the performance of the proposed
DMQT and compare it with other existing algorithms, confirming the validity of the proposed
algorithm. Moreover, a simple algorithm extension is proposed for coping with the capture
effect, whose performance is also numerically verified.

2 Preliminaries: Bit Tracking and ID Query

In this paper, we mainly focus on large RFID systems, i.e., the identification of a large number
of passive tags. Readers have no prior knowledge of the distribution of tags around them (they do
not know the number of tags and their ID information), and adopt the reader-talk-first model to
work. Tags respond to commands issued by readers. As the number of tags in RFID system may reach
thousands to tens of thousands and all tags share the same communication channel, tag collisions
easily happen which increases the collision time slot and identification time. How to quickly identify
a large number of tags is a big challenge for RFID system [22–27].

In RFID systems, Manchester encoding is often used to identify collision information. Manch-
ester Encoding is a line code, in which every bit of data will have a transition in the middle of the data
bit after coding [28]. In general, the transition from high to low level (down edge) in the middle of
the data represents data 1, and the transition from low to high level (up edge) represents data 0. If the
receiver receives two tags returning different information at the same time, this will cause the rising
edge and falling edge to cancel each other, resulting in the appearance of an illegal symbol, which the
receiver can consider as a collision [29]. As shown in Fig. 1, it is assumed that the IDs of the two tags
are “10101101” and “11101011”, respectively.

Figure 1: Manchester coding

The ID of the two tags is encoded using Manchester code, and sent to the receiver at the same
time, resulting in the received code “1x101xx1”, where “x” represents the collision bit. As a result, the
receiver can detect collisions with 3 bits of data. The receiver can estimate the number of tags around
it according to the collision information and some tag number estimation algorithms, thus improving
the identification efficiency of RFID system [30]. Finally, due to the very low modulation signal rate of
the tag and the commands issued by the reader, bit-wise synchronization of tag responses is assumed
[18,31,32].
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3 Proposed DMQT Description

For the sake of a better comprehension and to make the paper more readable, Tab. 1 summarizes
the notation employed in this work.

Table 1: Notation used in this work

Symbol Description

ID_length width of the tag ID
L number of collision bits
Pi

(M)or Pi
(Q) position of the collision bit in ID

M number of fields Pi
(M)

Info portion of ID before the most collision bit
Len length of the field Info
bitk the k-th ID bits corresponding to Pi

(M)

Mask_flag indicates whether the tag matches
Tag_md the valid response data of tag for Map
�·� floor operator
<< left shift operator
TR time duration of each slot in Query
Tdelay,i delay of the i-th time slot in Query
Ttotal total identification time
TR,tot total tag replies time
Eavg average energy cost
Ntag tag number
Tavg Ttotal/Ntag, average identification time
Anti_tagID value represented by M collision bits
Recognized_flag for verifying whether a tag was identified

The proposed DMQT protocol is composed of a multi-ary Map command and a Multi-tags query
command. The Map command is used to sound the distribution of collision bits, while the Query
identifies tags and/or obtains collision information. Fig. 2 describes the timing logic of DMQT. Except
for the first Map command (M = 0), there is a one-to-one correspondence between Map commands
and Query commands. The Map command can obtain ID distribution of matched tags, and then
perform targeted group identification in Query to eliminate empty slots. The DMQT can continuously
identify multiple tags or obtain collision information of multiple groups of tags using Query, reducing
the identification time and power consumption. Where TM is the time when the reader sends the Map
command, T 1 is the tag response time, T 2 is the reader response time, T 3 is the tag response interval in
the adjacent sub-slots in Query command, TR is the duration of the tag response signal, and ‘reps’ is
the response of tag.

As shown in Fig. 2, the DMQT algorithm has no empty slots, and only the success slots and
collision slots. The Query command has multiple sub-slots. The sub-slots are the success slots without
collision, and the sub-slots are the collision slots with collision.
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Figure 2: DMQT algorithm timing

The proposed DMQT protocol is based on a “map and query” iteration process. A Map command
is firstly executed to locate the collision bits, select one portion of these bits, and identify the number of
collided bit patterns, while the query command is employed to splits the tag ID patterns into different
slots. This operation is executed iteratively until no collisions are identified within slots. The length
of the collided patterns and the number of slots is updated dynamically to minimize the required
identification time. The DMQT identification process is shown in Fig. 3, where the number of tags
Ntag = 9.

Figure 3: Proposed DMQT protocol

3.1 Multi-ary Map Command
The structure of the Map command (simply Map in the follows) is shown in Tab. 2. The field Len

indicates the length of the field Info which is the portion of ID before the most significant collision bit;
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M indicates the number of fields p(M)

2 ∼p(M)

M present which denote the position of the first M-1 collided
bits (the first collided bit p(M)

1 is at position Len+1 therefore is not included).

Table 2: Structure of Multi-ary Map

Header Len Info M-1 p(M)

2 . . . p(M)

M CRC

37 bits 7 bits xxx 3 bits 7 bits . . . 7 bits 16 bits

At the beginning, the reader sends a Map with M = 0 and waits for tag response. When the reader
receives the tag response, it determines the new M value and all the other fields required to generate
the new Map, which is then sent to tags. the new M value as

M =
{

1, if
⌊

logx L
⌋ = 0⌊

logx L
⌋

, otherwise
(1)

Here, the L indicates the number of collision bits received by the reader (the maximum value is
the length of tag ID, ID_length), and �·� is rounded down. According to Formula (1), when x = 2 and
L = 128, the maximum value of M is 7; When x > 2, M < 7. The choice of the logarithmic function in
(1) has been inspired by the common sense. Nevertheless, the parameter x has been left free to provide
a certain degree-of-freedom to the logarithmic function, as it will be shown in Section 4.

Table 3: Tag response to Map

Preamble Response data CRC

9 bits Tag_md 16 bits

The structure of tag replies to Map is instead depicted in Tab. 3. When a tag receives a Map, it
checks whether its Len most significant bits (MSB) of ID match Info; in this case, it sets Mask_flag =
‘1’, Anti_tagID = {bit1,bit2, . . . , bitM}, and Tag_md as

Tag_md =
{

ID, for M = 0

1 <<
(
bit1 × 2M−1 + bit2 × 2M−2 + . . . + bitM × 20

)
, for M > 0

(2)

It is worth noting that for each tag only one bit of (2) will be ‘1’, and its position within Tag_md
will be the correspondent decimal value of Anti_tagID plus 1 p(S)

k = bin2dec (Anti_tagIDk) + 1, k ∈
{1, . . . , N} (where N is the number of replying tags), e.g., if M = 3 and Anti_tagID = {‘101’}, then p(S)

k =
5 and Tag_md = {‘00100000’}. In this way, the reader can use Tag_md to fully recover bit1,bit2, . . . ,
bitM values which will be used to generate the query command. If the ID prefix does not match Info,
the tag remains silent and sets Mask_flag = ‘0’.

When reader receives the N tag replies, it checks the number of collision bits of Tag_md, n, and
their positions, p(Q)

1 , p(Q)

2 , . . . p(Q)

n . In this way, the reader can recover (i) the original M bits of the N tags
ID with the inverse function of (2), i.e.,

{bit1, bit2, . . . , bitM}k = dec2bin
(
2M − p(Q)

k , M
)

, k ∈ {1, . . . , n} (3)

and (ii) the number of replied different Anti_tagID patterns n. It is worth noting that n ≤ N because
more than one tag may share the same Anti_tagID pattern, and these tag IDs will be discriminated
successively.
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3.2 Multi-tag Query Command
The structure of the query command (simply Query in the follows) is shown in Tab. 4. The Query

divides the Map matched tags into n subsets corresponding to n slots, ordered according to p(S)

k [which
is determined by the reader from the result of (2)].

When a tag receives the Query, it firstly checks whether Mask_flag = ‘1’ and, if not, it stays
silent; otherwise, the tag (i) locates its correspondent reply slot within Query, i.e., the subset with
{bit1, bit2, .., bitM} = Anti_tagID, and (ii) it sends back its Remnant ID (except the portion included in
Info) within the correspondent slot according to the reply structure in Tab. 5. Obviously, when only
one tag replies within one slot, this tag will be identified by the reader. Otherwise, the reader will
detect new collisions, and it will generate one new Map for each collision slot based on the collided
bits information, pushing these Map commands into a stack, which will be executed at the end of the
Query.

Table 4: Structure of the Multi-ary Query

Command {bit1, bit2, . . . , bitM}(1-st
tag subset)

. . . {bit1, bit2, . . . , bitM}(n-th
tag subset)

CRC

4 bits M bits . . . M bits 16 bits

Table 5: Tag response to Query

Preamble Response data CRC

9 bits Remnant ID 16 bits

Note that since the tag responds to the remnant ID, the generated Info must include the Info from
the previous Map command. The new Info is as follows:

Info(new) = {
Info(old), Info(rem)

}
(4)

Here, Info(old) comes from the previous Map command, and Info(rem) is generated based on the
remnant ID. In the same way, the newly Len should be added the Len(old) from the Map command:

Len(new) = Len(old) + Len(rem)

Info (5)

Here, Len(rem)

Info is generated based on the remnant ID. If the remnant ID received by the reader in a
subslot is “010x11xx01”, then Info(rem ) = “010” and Len(rem)

Info = 3.

The time duration of each slot will be

TR = (1/R) × (25bits + ID_length − Len) (6)

Therefore, the i-th slot will be delayed by

Tdealy,i = (T3 + TR) × (i − 1) + T1 (7)

The reader can calculate the total time of executing the Query command as:

Tall
Query = T1 + n × (T3 + TR) + T2 − T3 (8)
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The reader calculates the execution time required by Query according to Eq. (8). When the Query
is completed, the reader will pop a Map from the stack executing the Map-Query process until the
stack is empty, and updating the Len value at each step as the previous Len plus the length of the new
Info field.

4 Numerical Analysis

A numerical analysis of the average and total identification time and average energy cost of
the proposed DMQT protocol is now presented (simulations have been carried out according to
parameters listed in Tab. 6).

Table 6: Simulation parameters

Parameter Value Parameter Value

ID_length 128 bits T3 12.5 μs
Data rate 160 kbps Ptx 825 mW
T1 25 μs Prx 125 mW
T2 25 μs Simulation iterations 1000

The average energy consumption has been introduced in [16] by estimating the total reader energy
required for performing the identification of a tag population, divided by the number of tags under the
assumption of constant power (only the RF signal transmission required energy has been taken into
account which is the largest energy contribution [33]). During the identification process (of duration
Ttotal), in fact, the reader should always transmit signals, and therefore the reader employs a total energy
of Ptx × Ttotal. For what tags concern, instead, the reader consumes an extra energy contribution to
receive and process tag replies, and therefore this extra energy is estimated as Prx × TR,tot. For this
reason, the average energy cost has been estimated as:

Eavg = (Ptx × Ttotal + Prx × TR.tot) /Ntag (9)

Eq. (9) shows that it is not only important to reduce Ttotal, but also the TR.tot to the end of
reducing the average energy consumption. The proposed DMQT algorithm can minimize both the
total identification duration Ttotal (because of the elimination of the empty slots and the reduction of the
collision slots) and the tag replies time TR.tot (because of the reduced number of reader-tag interactions
and the transmission overhead). Nevertheless, because Ptx is larger than Prx [16], and Ttotal is longer than
TR.tot, Ptx × Ttotal/Ntag = Ptx × Tavg plays a dominant role in (9). Moreover, because Ptx is constant, Eavg

follows the same trend of Tavg. For this reason, DMQT performance Tavg has been firstly investigated
as a function of the parameter x, i.e., the base of the logarithm in (1), and simulation results are shown
in Fig. 4. Because x is too small will produce M = 8 or more, leading to tag the returned Tag_md is too
long, make the Query command to produce too much of the time slot, and affect the synchronization
between tag and reader. So, the paper sets the maximum M to 7, which makes the response data of
tags (M2) do not exceed the length of tag ID, consistent with the other papers [18].

As it can be seen, Tavg is minimized for x = 2.1 or 2.2 when the number of tags is within the range
400–1300, when the number of tags is greater than or equal to 1300, Tavg is minimized for x=1.9. Here,
the Tavgof some x are very similar because the maximum M values generated according to these x are
the same (as in Eq. (1), M is rounded down). For example, the maximum M = 6 for x = 2.1 and x =
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2.2, and the maximum M = 5 for x = 2.3 to x = 2.6. In addition, the x determines the maximum value
of M. When x is smaller, there will be a larger value of M, which is applicable to the case of a large
number of tags. On the contrary, when x is larger, there is a smaller value of M, which is applicable to
the case of a small number of tags, as proved in Fig. 4. Therefore, the subsequent simulation analysis
of x = 2.2 (for conventional application scenarios) and x = 1.9 (for scenarios with a large number of
tags) is mainly carried out. Meanwhile, the proposed DMQT protocol (with x = 1.9 and x = 2.2) has
been compared with other existing algorithms described above, and simulation results are reported in
Fig. 5, showing the superiority of the proposed scheme when the number of tags is more than 300. In
particular, when the number of tags is 2000 (with x = 1.9), the total identification time is less than 2.58
s, and it corresponds to an average energy costs less than 1.2 mJ, which are 16.9% and 10.4% less than
those of state-of-the-art algorithms, respectively.

Figure 4: Comparison of the proposed DMQT simulations results for different x values for average
identification time

Figure 5: Comparison of DMQT simulation results with other referred algorithms. (a) Total identifi-
cation time, and (b) Average energy costs

5 Discussion

In a passive RFID system, when multiple tags reply to the reader simultaneously, it is possible that
one tag’s signal is much stronger than other signals, leading to the so-called capture effect [34]. If the
capture effect occurs, the original collision slot will be turned into a singleton slot, which accelerates
the identification process [17]. However, the capture effect may cause missing identification [34–38].
Although the most part of the published papers ignore the capture effect [33,39–41], in order to
improve the robustness of the DMQT algorithm, this effect shall be considered. When the capture
effect exists, it may be possible that some tags uninterruptedly reply to the reader’s inventory disturbing
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the communication with weak signal tags (seamless identification phenomenon). Therefore, DMQT
can be optimized by adding a response mechanism based on the ACK command to avoid the replies
of tags already identified, i.e., when the reader recognizes one tag, it sends an ACK command. When
receiving an ACK command, the identified tag enters the identification state and does not respond
to subsequent identification commands. At the same time, when the reader detects that the stack is
empty, it continues a new identification process until there is no tag response in the new identification
process. The format of the ACK command is shown in Tab. 7, it does not require the tag to return a
response signal.

Table 7: Structure of the ACK command

Command Remnant ID CRC

4 bits Variable 16 bits

When receiving an ACK command, the tag matching Remnant ID sets Recognized_flag = 1, then
the tag will not respond to the reader identification command. In order to ensure that the reader and
tag can correctly generate and process ACK command, some improvements should be made to DMQT
Query timing to meet the requirements of the reader and tag processing timing. The timing logic of
Query after adding ACK command is shown in Fig. 6. Before adding an ACK, the tag does not need
to care about whether the sub-slot is a collision slot or not, and only needs to return the response
information in the allocated sub-slot. However, the timing logic adding ACK differs from Fig. 2. In
fact, the fixed T 3 cannot be used as the guard time between two continuous sub-slots. Here, T 2 is still
used to represent the time between the end of the tag response and the ACK sent by the reader, and T 3

is replaced by T 4 (1.5T 2) to ensure that the reader has enough time to generate the ACK command.

Figure 6: Query timing logic with ACK command

Since the ACK does not occur in every slot, the tag must be delayed according to the time slot
status. The matching tag (Mask_flag = 1) will record the number of successful time slots SCN, and tag
sets SCN = 0 at the start of each Query. According to Fig. 6, in the success time slot, the reader will
send an ACK, and the extra time consumed is as follows:

TR_Ack = T1 − 0.5T2 + (20bits + ID_length − Len) /R (10)

Therefore, after the Ack is added, the delay time of the i-th sub-slot of the Query is:

Tdelay,i = (1.5T2 + TR) (i − 1) + TR_AckSCN + T1 (11)

According to Fig. 6, the reader can calculate the total time of executing Query as:

Tall
Query = (1.5T2 + TR) n + TR_AckSCN + T1 − 0.5T2 (12)

After adding an ACK, the identified tag enters the identification state. If no further processing is
performed, the tag in the identification state may not respond to subsequent identification commands.
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To improve system reliability, the tag must be removed from the identification state under the control
of the reader. This function can be achieved through different combinations of M and Len values in the
Map. Its combined functions are shown in Tab. 8. To prevent tag missing identification under capture
effect, DMQT will continue to send a “seamless identification” command when the stack is empty,
that is, send Map (M = 0, Len = 1) for a new identification round. If the reader does not receive any
reply after sending the seamless identification, the identification process is complete.

The need of the ACK command makes the identification longer, also because more than one
inventory is necessary to identify all tags (in fact, stronger signal tags are initially identified during the
first inventory round, and weaker signal tags are identified in successive inventories). Performance of
the proposed modified DMQT in the presence of the capture effect has been simulated similarly to [17],
and results are shown Fig. 7 (p is herein used to represent the probability of capture effect occurrence).

Table 8: The function represented when M and Len take different values

Function M Len Description

New identification 0 0 The reader generates a new Map (tags
clear flag information and all tags
respond to the Map)

Seamless identification 0 1 The reader generates a new Map when
the stack is empty (The tag retains the
flag information, and the identified tag
remains silent)

Normal identification �= 0 �= 0 The Map comes from the stack (The
tag retains the flag information, and
the identified tag remains silent)

Figure 7: Modified DMQT simulation results for different capture effect probabilities

As it can be seen, Ttotal and Eavg slightly increase with the increase of p because at the end of
one inventory, another one is executed to verify the presence or not of other weaker signal tags.
Nevertheless, the use of the ACK command and the Recognized_flag can effectively extend the use
of the DMQT algorithm to cases in which capture effect occurs.
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6 Conclusions

This paper presents a dynamic multi-ary query tree collision protocol for RFID systems which
can completely eliminate empty slots and greatly reduce collision slots. The proposed scheme is
based on an iterative process between reader and tags which aims at locating all collision bits and
dynamically encoding them to optimize slots allocation, which reduces the identification time and
energy costs. Particularly, simulation results have revealed that the total identification time and the
average energy costs are less than 2.58 s and 1.2 mJ, respectively, when the number of tags is from 300
to 2000, both lower than those of other existing algorithms, making the DMQT protocol very suitable
for improving the anti-collision state-of-the-art performance of passive RFID systems. Finally, the
DMQT is extended with the use of ACK command to cope with the capture effect, showing excellent
identification performance.
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